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	This book is a collection of six articles arising from the meeting of the NATO Advanced Study Institute (ASI) ''Combinatorial Optimization: Methods and Applications,'' which was held at the University of Montreal in June 2006. This ASI consisted of seven series of five one-hour lectures and one series of four one-hour lectures. It was attended by some sixty students of graduate or postdoctoral level from fifteen countries worldwide. Topics include: integer and mixed integer programming, facility location, branching on split disjunctions, convexity in combinatorial optimization, and VLSI design. Although drawn from the 2006 lecture series, the articles included in this volume were all either written or updated by the authors in 2010, so that this collection of papers reflects a state-of-the-art overview of combinatorial optimization methods and their applications.


	IOS Press is an international science, technical and medical publisher of high-quality books for academics, scientists, and professionals in all fields.


	Some of the areas we publish in:


	-Biomedicine

	-Oncology

	-Artificial intelligence

	-Databases and information systems

	-Maritime engineering

	-Nanotechnology

	-Geoengineering

	-All aspects of physics

	-E-governance

	-E-commerce

	-The knowledge economy

	-Urban studies

	-Arms control

	-Understanding and responding to terrorism

	-Medical informatics

	-Computer Sciences
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Emerging Topics in Computer Vision (IMSC Press Multimedia Series)Prentice Hall, 2004
The topics in this book were handpicked to showcase what we consider to be exciting and promising in computer vision. They are a mix of more well-known and traditional topics (such as camera calibration, multi-view geometry, and face detection), and newer ones (such as vision for special effects and tensor voting framework). All have the common...
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Schaum's Outline of Principles of Computer ScienceMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Learn the essentials of computer science
Schaum’s Outline of Principles of Computer Science provides a  concise overview of the theoretical foundation of computer  science. It also includes focused review of object-oriented programming using Java.

About the Author

Paul...
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Samsung Galaxy S5 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Explore Samsung's next generation Galaxy smartphone


	Do you want an easy-to-follow guide to everything your new Galaxy S5 smartphone can do? From the basics of texting and accessing the Internet to the most advanced features and new software apps, Samsung Galaxy S5 For Dummies makes the need for tech support...
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Digital Video Editing FundamentalsApress, 2016

	Gain concepts central to digital video using the affordable Corel Video Studio Ultimate X9 software package as well as open source digital video editing package EditShare Lightworks 12. This compact visual guide builds on the essential concepts of digital imaging, audio, illustration, and painting, and gets more advanced as chapters progress,...
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The U.S. History Cookbook: Delicious Recipes and Exciting Events from the PastJossey-Bass, 2003
Serve up a heaping lesson of history with delicious recipes from our nation’s past–– from the pilgrims’ first feast to today’s high-tech, low-fat fare
Who knew history could be so delicious? In The U.S. History Cookbook, you’ll discover how Americans have lived and dined over the centuries. This scrumptious...
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Learning ActionScript 3.0O'Reilly, 2010

	
		If you're new to ActionScript 3.0, or want to enhance your skill set, this bestselling book is the ideal guide. Designers, developers, and programmers alike will find Learning ActionScript 3.0 invaluable for navigating ActionScript 3.0's learning curve. You'll learn the language by getting a clear look at essential...
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